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Abstract
Programming is an effective way to foster children’s
computational thinking. We present AR-Maze, which is
a novel tangible programming tool using Augmented
Reality (AR) technology for young children. AR-Maze
superposes constant feedback on the physical world
and maintains a positive, low-cost learning
environment. Using this system, children could create
their own programs by arranging programming blocks
and debug or execute the code with a mobile device. In
addition, they will be able to learn fundamental
programming concepts, such as parameters, loop logic,
debug, etc. We design and implement this system, as
well as conduct a preliminary user study and analyze
the results, which can guide a better design of AR-Maze.
With this work, we intend to help children programming
in an interesting and intuitive way.
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Introduction
Programming learning has been proved to be beneficial
for children to acquire deep knowledge of computer
working principle. Meanwhile its positive impact for
children on the development of computational thinking,
problem-solving and design strategies is considerable
[8]. In particular, computational thinking has been
described by Wing as a fundamental skill for everyone,
not just for computer scientists [14]. Therefore, an
appropriate programming learning tool is essential for
children.
Most current programming languages are text-based,
and difficult for children to understand without
sufficient context. Comparing to static images and texts
on a computer screen, Tangible User Interface (TUI) is
better at accommodating habits of young children, who
prefer to hold toys in hands to operate [5]. Tangible
languages have the potential to make it easier for
children to be involved in programming. There have
been broad researches on tangible programming
languages designed for children such as T-Maze [12],
TanProRobot 2.0 [13] and Tern [4], which aim at
ameliorating the user experience in programming
learning. But few of them attempts to apply the
mixture of virtual and physical objects on the same
position. This paper explores the method to enrich the
real-time feedback which can integrate the physical
world in an inexpensive and effective way with existing
technologies.

Figure 1: A child was playing with
AR-Maze.

Augmented Reality (AR) technology provides new
opportunities for education by combining physical
language and virtual environment that enables constant
feedback. It has been shown that a real object with
augmented interaction is superior to an abstraction of

system with screen only in many aspects, such as
providing a better intuitive interface and more efficient
real-time feedback system through tangible interface
[6].
In this paper, we propose a new tangible programming
tool – AR-Maze (Figure 1). It combines virtual system
with physical programming blocks, which helps children
program in a physical form and executes the generated
code in virtual environments with a coherent view of
the operating space. This system makes the
programming learning more interesting and intuitive for
children. Moreover, AR-Maze is able to provide sorts of
real-time operation feedback in both programming and
running stages.

Related Work
There are already several attempts to apply AR
technology in programming education. LightUp [2]
which has an AR-based informational mobile view
enables learners to observe the inner process of their
program. Tiles that Talk [1] uses different tiles to
represent computer syntax, software libraries and
hardware, which can visualize the system architecture
of project through the camera. Thymio II [7] is an
educational robot integrating AR. Students could learn
computer concepts with a tablet that displays the event
executed on the robot and its visual programming
environment. AR Scratch [10] is an AR authoring
environment designed for children based on the Scratch,
a programming platform allows children to create
programs that mix real and virtual spaces. Code Bits [3]
is a tangible computational thinking toolkit. Students
create programs by using the tangible paper bits and
use the AR-based mobile game to process the code.
Most of the tools mentioned above assign the

augmented reality effect at the period of program
running. However, they fail to provide real-time
interactive feedback or physical-based tips during
coding period.
We are particularly concerned with providing a tool
which is potable, inexpensive and fully feedback
engaged to facilitate children’s programming learning
experiences by AR technology. It can also convey
programming concepts and computational thinking to
younger children.

Design and Implementation

Figure 2: AR-Maze is composed
of a) AR-Maze Game, b) Location
Map, c) Programming Blocks.

AR-Maze is a tangible programming tool with AR
technology for children. It contains three parts (Figure 2):
1) AR-Maze Game on mobile devices which provides
image, textual and audio feedback superimposed on the
real scene; 2) Location Map tracking the position of the
virtual map during the running stage; 3) Three kinds of
Programming Blocks linking physical programming blocks
and internal logic of AR-Maze game.
Each level in this system includes programming stage and
running stage, which are equivalent to programming and
code executions in traditional programming language
process. In the programming stage, the player must learn
how to program to complete the task, which is
constructing a path with programming blocks and
navigating this virtual character with this compiled path to
reach the destination. There will be a visualized maze map
on the right side of the screen to assist task execution. In
the running stage, the virtual maze traces the location
map shown on the screen. Players could observe the
characters’ actions and movements as they coded in the
programming stage.

AR-Maze Game
This game is implemented in Unity 3D and Qualcomm
Vuforia platform [9] that can use a designated image
(Location Map) as a marker and display a 3D scene on
top of it. Players control the AR scene to provide the
image, textual and audio feedback superimposed on
the real scene. The debugging process is feasible via
the screen as well (Figure 3 and Figure 4). In the
process of programming stage, an arrow will appear to
indicate the intention (changing orientation or location)
of the current program along with putting a new
programming block. If the user wants to check whether
their code has violated the rule of programming, the
tips button will help check the code and render error
message on the corresponding programming block.
Musical tones and a textual prompt will also be
triggered to remind the player to modify the program.
In the running stage, the image tips will show the
location of the current programming block when the
program was executed. Audio and textual feedback will
also notify children which programming block is running
currently.

Figure 3: Feedback in the programming stage

Figure 4: Feedback in the running stage

Location Map
Location Map is a self-made picture card, whose role is
to locate the position of the virtual map (Figure 5). ARMaze game allows for the detection and tracking of
location map based on existing 3D models. As the user
adjusts the position and angle of the location map, the
attached virtual map will be updated accordingly.
Figure 5: Using Location Map in
AR-Maze.

Figure 6: Programming Blocks
consist of a) Start /End Block, b)
Motion Blocks, c) Loop Blocks.

Programming Blocks
Programming blocks are made by 3cm wooden brick
cube with surface texture. TopCode [11] was applied to
build the connection between physical programming
blocks and AR-Maze game logic layer. Magnets are
arranged onto two opposite sides of programming
blocks to help children keep track of correct building
direction (the anode must be connected to the cathode).
Also, such a small circular installed magnet allows the
programming blocks to rotate easily. In order to offer
better clarification of the program metaphor, we added
pictures and text to indicate the functionality of the
block. We make fully use of all the four faces in each
block to express different programming semantics,
which could optimize the number of required
programming blocks and lower experiment budget.

According to the semantics and functions, we divide the
blocks into three types: Start/End Block, Motion Blocks,
and Loop Blocks (Figure 6). Start/End Block is used to
mark the beginning or end of the program. Participants
should place it at the beginning or the end of the
sequence, where the program content is modeled by
blocks in the middle part. Motion Blocks are divided into
Turn Blocks and Forward Blocks, which are responsible
for controlling the movement of the game character.
Loop Blocks represents “for” in traditional programming
and make code blocks execute repeatedly.
Others
Taking into consideration that children’s hands are
relatively small and they will feel uncomfortable to hold
the device during the game, we use a bracket to
support the mobile device and provide them an
immersive AR programming experiment.

Preliminary User Study
A preliminary user study was carried out to study
children’s behaviors in such a game with mixed physical
and virtual worlds, the type of most attractive
interactions to them, and any major usability faults. 8
children (5 male and 3 female) without previous
programming experience aged 5-9 were participated
into the study.
During the experiment, they could create their
programs with programming blocks. Communications
regarding their feelings and any questions are
encouraged. Furthermore, a video-recorder was used to
keep track of the whole user study process and helped
us find usability faults.

The children were required to control their characters to
move towards the destination in three levels. All of
them completed these tasks with approximately 20
minutes on average. They could even apply loop logic,
identify and fix bugs correctly without instructor’s
assistance. After the initial game introduction, the
children appeared to be enjoyable and engaged,
showing strong curiosity to this experiment game
system. When we introduced the programming blocks,
one child began to guess how to use them. For example,
he said “there are magnets in the block so they should
be placed this way”. And another child asked the role’s
movement principle during this session. When they
finished programming, the children indicated that these
tools are conducive for them to understand several
computer concepts, such as loop logic, parameter, etc.
They also claimed that the AR-Maze improved their
interests in learning programming.

limitation. The programming blocks and location maps
must be arranged within the capture range of the
camera. This issue will be magnified exponentially once
the complexity of program hits specific threshold that
we need bigger physical space and larger interface to
deploy the experiment. The possible solution is using
AR projection in glasses or making code segment
reusable within the whole context.

We also found out that children are more likely to
ignore the feedback from plain text. One of the reason
is that children are too young to be quite sensitive to
plain text and even don't understand their meanings.
Another possibility is the visual competition. We also
provide the feedback from the pictures. With this kind
of feedback arises in the AR map and programming
blocks, it will attract more attention.

program with a tangible language, and the program is
running in a virtual world. They gained confidence and
interest as they learned computer concepts easily from
a maze game with AR real-time feedback. The tool is
low cost, intuitive and portable. These features allow
young children to learn programming concepts easily in
normal environments such as home or school.

Specifically, one uncovered issue is the physical
arrangement of the technology, like bracket and pad.
The height of the bracket need to be adjusted manually
according to each child's height in advance. Otherwise,
the child will hit the bracket or change the angle of the
pad camera easily, and inappropriate poses caused
target loss and the child had to pause the game to
readjust the components. Another issue is the spatial

From these observations, we concluded that the game
was useful to support the learning of computer
programming concepts for children in a fun and
enjoyable way. But spatial limitation as well as physical
arrangements should be considered in system design
and use cases.

Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we describe a programming tool designed
for children with AR technology – AR-Maze. Children

In the future, we will continue to improve our system.
More programming concepts, such as functions and
branches will be added. Also, we will provide more
accurate and richer AR effect, such as using different
location maps to achieve different operating results
according to gender differences. Furthermore, the
physical arrangement and tracking effect of location
maps needs further improvement, and more interaction
will be extended in the running stage with AR

technology. Finally, physical programming is very
suitable for cooperation. In our future research,
cooperation elements will be included in the system.
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